Unfolding your RC1 Cart
(visit www.sunmountain.com/rc1-support to watch an instructional video.)

1) Release the handle lever, raise the handle into position and close the handle lever.

2) Now, raise the body of the cart and the tension bar, open the lower bag support, release the cam lever so you can pull the front axle out and insert the battery.

3) Lower and secure the tension bar, then lock the cam lever.

4) Raise the upper bag support by opening the cam lever on the upright tube, pull the upper bag support into position and close the cam lever.

5) Extend the rear wheels by releasing the cam levers, pulling the wheels out and closing the cam levers.

6) Finally, connect the battery and your cart is ready to go.
Folding your RC1 Cart
(visit www.sunmountain.com/rc1-support to watch an instructional video.)

1) Start by disconnecting the battery, releasing the lower cam lever and tension bar.

2) Remove the battery, slide in the front axle, lock the lower cam lever and fold the lower bag support.

3) Unlock the upper cam lever, slide the upper bag support down, relocking the cam lever and fold the body of the cart. Open your handle lever, lowering the handle and close your handle latch.

6) Finally, push your front and rear wheels in by opening the cam lever on each axle, pushing the wheels in and refastening the cam levers. Now, the wheels are all locked in place.
Separating Umbrella and Drink Holder
(visit www.sunmountain.com/rc1-support to watch an instructional video.)

1) Loosen the umbrella holder knob and push the drink holder to the side.

2) Push up on the drink holder until it releases and pull it from the cart.

3) Raise the umbrella holder into position and tighten the knob.

4) Now, reattach the drink holder.
1) Release the upper bag strap and pull out the webbing.

2) Put your bag on the cart by lowering the bag onto the lower bag support and letting the top of your bag rest in the upper bag support.

3) Lastly, secure your bag to the cart by running the upper strap through your bag and into the upper bag support, cinching it tight and closing the lever.
1) Start by opening the tray and pressing the power button. You will hear a ding and the lights will blink.

2) The lights will continue blinking until the remote is powered on and synced. To power on the remote simply remove it from the holder and press the power button.

3) When the remote powers on and syncs with the cart, both the light on the remote and lights in the cart will be on and not blinking. This means your cart is powered up and ready to go.
Using your RC1 Remote
(visit www.sunmountain.com/rc1-support to watch an instructional video.)

1) Pulling back on the trigger makes the cart go forward and pushing forward on the trigger engages reverse. The cart will slow to a stop by simply releasing the trigger. If you need the cart to stop quicker push the trigger completely forward. Please note, if you use this method you will need to fully release the trigger and press forward again for the cart to engage reverse.

2) The two buttons on the top of the remote allow you to turn the cart right and left by simply pushing them with your thumb.
If you open the case on the top of the remote you will notice three buttons.

The button on the far left (1) controls how sharply your cart will turn. Start with this setting on a lower level to ensure your cart does not tip over when turning and adjust from there.

The button in the middle (2) adjusts the cart’s tracking. If when driving the cart is veering in one direction, simply turn this button in the opposite direction the cart is veering. When turning this button you will see the wheels adjusting slightly.

The button on the far right (3) adjusts the cart’s trim. If the cart starts moving without the remote being engaged, turn this button in the opposite direction the cart is moving.
This cart has a feature which allows you to use it without the use of the remote. On the top of the tray you will see two knobs, the one on the left controls the time the cart will run and the knob on the right controls the speed. Start with both of these knobs on a low setting to understand how fast and far the cart will go on each setting. With the two knobs set to low settings and with the cart in an open area, simply push the red button beneath the two knobs and the cart will go.

**If when you push the red button to engage the remoteless function the carts front wheels turn before the cart moves, you will need to adjust the tracking.**

1) Lift the cart up placing your foot under the wheely bar so the back wheels are off the ground and press the red button engaging the remoteless function.

2) When the front wheels turn, adjust the tracking with the gray button in the tray until the wheels are straight.
Syncing a New Remote
(visit www.sunmountain.com/rc1-support to watch an instructional video.)

Your cart comes with the remote already synced, but if you need to sync a new remote follow the steps below.

1) First push and hold the red button in the tray labeled Transmitter Link. With the red button pushed down, push the power button. You will see the lights in the tray blink quickly.

2) Next grab the remote, pull the trigger all the way back and power on the remote. You will hear a ding and the lights in the tray will blink slowly.

3) When the lights in the tray are blinking slowly, simply release the trigger on the remote, power off the remote and power the remote back on. The lights in the tray will become solid showing that your remote is now synced and powered on.